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The news: Digital advertising sectors with the highest conversion rates tend to have higher

costs per acquisition (CPA), per our Industry KPI data via SellerApp, highlighting a challenge

https://industry-kpis-na1.emarketer.com/ecommerce-ad-conversion-rate
https://www.emarketer.com/data-providers/seller-app/
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for cost-conscious marketers looking to reach consumers online.

The balancing act: For brands in sectors with high conversion rates, pricey CPAs highlight the

complicated costs of doing business online. But for others in industries with large gaps

between the two measures, more e�cient opportunities may lie in other optimization

strategies.

Electronics led among tracked sectors in Q1 2024, with a US ad conversion rate of 6.2%.

However, CPAs were also on the higher end of the spectrum at $76.

Other sectors with high conversion rates and CPAs were clothing, shoes, and jewelry

(conversion rate of 5.5%; CPA of $66) and grocery and gourmet food (4.94%; $53).

Some sectors had much higher CPAs with low conversion rates. Home and kitchen had CPAs

of $77 but a conversion rate of just 1.3%. Automotive had the highest CPAs at $78 but held a

1.4% conversion rate.

Brands in the electronics and gourmet foods sectors face a di�cult challenge: The cost of

advertising online is steep, but so is competition. Those that opt not to advertise to save

money could cede ground to rivals.

Still, higher conversion rates make it easier to justify spending and calculate return on

investment. For sectors that struggle more to convert online, like automotive and home and

kitchen, it’s a trickier proposition.

But brands in sectors with low conversion rates still have opportunities for improvement.

Simplifying the checkout process and o�ering flexible payment options could reduce friction

and lead to better conversion rates. A/B audience testing and SEO optimization could also

help lift conversions.
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The broad CPA trend: Ad costs have risen sharply in recent years even as conversion rates

declined, creating a complex decision-making process for advertisers that is giving air to new

marketing strategies.

A May LocalIQ survey found that search ad costs increased 25% year over year to an average

of $66.69 in 19 of 23 tracked industries. Conversion rates increased for just 12 of 23

industries and averaged 6.96%.

Brands in sectors with high CPAs and low conversion rates have invested in loyalty programs

to drive repeat sales and keep consumers engaged; a 2023 Bond and Visa report found that

US consumers had an average of nine “active” loyalty program memberships.

The success of loyalty programs highlights that brands can improve low conversion rates by

experimenting with new strategies. While trying various approaches involves some risk, it’s

essential for achieving critical gains.

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/gatorade-latest-brand-launch-loyalty-program?_ga=2.115460998.1689930029.1718647645-1319327950.1675444827&_gl=1*1dvp46e*_gcl_au*ODgxNzY3Mjg5LjE3MTQ0MTg0MDIuMTUxNDYwNDIyMi4xNzE4NzMwNDk1LjE3MTg3MzA0OTU.*_ga*MTMxOTMyNzk1MC4xNjc1NDQ0ODI3*_ga_XXYLHB9SXG*MTcxODczMDQ5Ni40Mi4xLjE3MTg3MzA1NTcuNTkuMC4w
https://chart-na1.emarketer.com/c/351086/us-consumers-reached-new-highs-loyalty-program-membership-engagement-2023
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Go deeper: Interested in seeing more ecommerce advertising benchmarks? Industry KPI

subscribers can get right to measuring performance against over 400+ industry benchmarks;

see more here.

https://industry-kpis-na1.emarketer.com/

